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G Lemaître 
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(PA)

Georges Lemaître’s towering results: !
1.  Cosmological expansion, with Λ! !
2.  Nothing stops things from falling 

into black holes!!

Gravitational Waves: now 
gravity speaks to us directly. 

Lemaître would love it!!

GWs probe the very early universe. 
Waves from BHs falling into other 
BHs measure Lemaître’s expansion 
and explore early physics.!
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Gravity talks to us … 
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For Isaac Newton, gravity was a slave to !
mass: when a star moved, it carried its!

 gravity around rigidly, even very far away.!

Einstein freed gravity from !
the masses that create it: !

Relativity limits the speed: !
changes in gravity move through 

space at the speed of light.!

Gravitational waves are the propagation of these changes: 
small disturbances on the overall gravity field, in which gravity 
gets stronger and weaker as the ripples go by.!
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… but why listen? 
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Gravitational waves reveal the behaviour of their sources. 
Their sources are very interesting: orbiting and colliding black 
holes and neutron stars, pulsars, and the Big Bang itself. !

Being gravity, the waves go through everything. 
They are our most accurate messengers. !

AND – they measure distances directly: waves from a pair of 
black holes spiraling together tell us exactly how far away the 

system is. Such distance measuring tools are precious. 
Without accurate distances, we can’t measure the expansion 

of the universe and its acceleration, i.e. the dark energy.!
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And we really do listen 
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Gravitational waves are a kind of cosmic sound.!

(Not real sound – no air out there! But 
the analogy is strong and useful.)!

Our detectors are like microphones: accept signals 
from all over the sky. Not pointed like telescopes.!

Detectors follow the phase of the GWs as we observe 
them, and most of the information is in the phase. !

We can convert GW signals into real sound and listen to 
them. Our ears are good at picking out signals against noise!!
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GWs from the Big Bang 
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We heard in the talk by Christophe Ringeval 
how the CMB carries the signature of the very 
strong gravitational waves in the universe at 
the time the CMB was produced. !

Scientists are building man-made detectors 
which ultimately could measure these waves at 
many frequencies and might also detect waves 
produced when the elementary forces of nature 

took their present form (phase transitions). !

Indirect detection: 
seeing the effect 
of GWs on the 
early plasma.

Direct detection: 
measuring waves 
as they pass 
through the Earth.!
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Black Holes and Cosmology 
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Astronomers know about black 
holes with masses from 10 to 109 
times the Sun’s mass. On all 
scales, these sometimes form 
binaries and spiral together and 
merge.!

Each such merger is a “standard siren” that helps us 
measure the size of the universe if we can directly detect it.!

At merger, the energy being radiated in GWs is greater 
than the luminosity in light of the entire universe!!
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Distances to binaries 
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Binaries are clean systems: we have accurate 
models even in full general relativity.!

Loss of energy to GWs causes orbit to decay, orbital 
frequency to go up. So the GWs will chirp up in frequency. 

Chirp time ~ f / [df / dt ].!

General relativity tells how to calculate the 
luminosity distance to the binary:!
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Detection: Interferometers 
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Gravity acts by raising 
tides. Just as the Moon 
stretches the Earth, so 
do GWs stretch arrays 

of free particles:!

Take the centre of the 
circle and two particles 
on the circle and build 
an interferometer to 
monitor the relative 
distance changes:!
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GW spectrum: direct detection 
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Now: the Current IFO network 
LIGO!

4 km!
(upgrading)

VIRGO!
3 km!

(upgrading)

GEO!
600m!

(astrowatch)

LIGO!
4 km!

(upgrading) All GW projects cooperate and  
pool data. Demanded by the science: 

reliability, sky position, polarization, … 
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First-generation LIGO/Virgo 
Observing by LIGO, Virgo, GEO600 2005-2010 has laid 

foundations for success with Advanced Detectors:!

!  Demonstration that large IFOs can be controlled with duty 
cycle ~ 70%.!

!  Validating data analysis methods.!

!  Development in GEO600 (Hannover) of Advanced 
technologies: monolithic suspensions, high-power lasers, 
signal recycling, squeezed light.!

!  Significant upper limits on GW pulsars (Crab, Vela), 
stochastic background radiation, mergers of neutron stars.!

1212
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Advanced Detectors 
!   From late 2015 onward, LIGO will have periods of observing 

alternating with periods of improving sensitivity. Virgo joins a 
year later.!

!   Intensive preparations in the collaboration now to prepare 
for low-latency analysis and data releases.!

!   Best estimate rates: 40 NS-NS events/yr to 200 Mpc, 20 
BH-BH events/yr to 2 Gpc. !

!   Multimessenger astronomy:  L-V have agreements with over 
60 observing teams for rapid follow-up of possible 
detections.!

13
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Projected progress 
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Ranges are polarization- and antenna-pattern-averaged 
detection distance for NS-NS binary coalescence.

arXiv:1304.0670
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First science with aLIGO 
!   When the aLIGO range reaches 120 Mpc, the “best estimate” NS-NS merger rate 

(CQG 27, 173001, 2010) suggests a detection rate of 4 per year. This could happen in 
2016 but more likely 2017. The real rate might be as low as 0.04 per year or as high as 
40 per year. !

!   The first NS-NS detections will be intensively followed up by EM observatories looking 
for afterglows, but if AdV is not observing, or has lower sensitivity, then error box is 
very big. About 1 in 30 detections is expected to be associated with a detected 
gamma-ray burst (depends on beam-width of gamma burst). !

!   BH-BH merger rate more uncertain, but “expected” rate is about 50% of NS-NS rate. !

!   The network SNR threshold for these detections should be about 12. Median SNR will 
be 1.3 times this ~ 15 ⇒ typical parameters measured to 7% accuracy. !

!   Standard sirens: distance to binaries to ±7% if position error is reduced by ID.!

!   After the first 4 confirmed events, LIGO will begin releasing alerts (including data) on 
all strong candidates.!

1515
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Expanded IFO network 2020+ 

LIGO!
4 km! VIRGO!

3 km!

KAGRA!
3 km  

GEO-HF!
600m!

LIGO-!
INDIA!

4 km !

LIGO!
4 km!
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An Isotropic Network 
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LIGO-Virgo 5 IFOs

17
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Science with the full network 
!   With 5 detectors, NS-NS and BH-BH event rates both ~100 per year. !

!   Loudest SNR per year ~ 50. Reach to 3 Gpc with BH-BH events.!

!   Nuclear physics: The strongest events strongly constrain NS EOS.!

!   GR Tests: Detectors will respond to GWs in any theory of gravity. Test cosmic 
censorship, non-GR propagation (v<c, birefringence), look for extra polarisations. !

!   Statistics: M, J for NSs and BHs in binaries. !

!   Hubble constant: With 50 merger events, network could determine H0 to better than 
1% (statistical errors, no prior IDs needed). But controlling systematics (calibration) 
will be hard. NS-NS gives a local value (z ~ 0.05), BH-BH to z ~ 0.5. Important 
comparison with existing optical methods, which have similar accuracy.!

!   Discovery space: Network has 3 null streams to veto glitches, making searches for 
unmodelled bursts more sensitive. !

!   Stochastic background: The 2 LIGO IFOs will reach Ωgw ~ 10-9. Possible sources: 
GUTs phase transition, cosmic strings, non-standard inflation.!

1818
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Improving Sensitivity 
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Advanced detectors will make the first discoveries, but 
they survey only a fraction of the universe.!

After 2020, aLIGO and AdV may begin to upgrade 
again, to “2.5G” sensitivity. Factors of 2-5 are possible 

in range improvements. !

A major improvement (factors of 10 or more) requires 
new technologies. These were studied in an EU-funded 
design study for the Einstein Telescope.!
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Space-based Detection 
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The mHz GW band is richest of all. Massive 
black hole binary mergers out to z = 20 or 
more trace the weaving of the cosmic web. 
Stellar black holes falling into massive ones 
provide stringent tests of GR. Standard sirens 
provide a new way to measure dark energy.!

BUT: the Earth’s gravity is too noisy at 
periods of hours to minutes, so we 

have to go into space. The LISA 
project has been under development 

at ESA since 1993.!
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LISA, eLISA and LPF 
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Next year ESA will launch 
LISA Pathfinder (LPF), 
which will prove the new 
technologies needed to 
detect GWs from space.!

ESA has assigned the L3 
launch slot (2034) to a GW 
mission, likely based on 
LISA. Current name: eLISA. !

Information: see the whitepaper arXiv:1305.5720, or the 
website http://www.elisascience.org!
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eLISA: Cosmology Machine 1 
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By observing massive 
BH mergers out to z=20, 
beyond the reach of 
other probes, eLISA can 
reveal when and how the 
first massive BHs 
formed, and how they 
helped galaxies form.!

By observing EMRIs, eLISA 
can test GR and determine 

H0 to 0.5% accuracy. 
Precision limited by lensing, 

not calibration or 
systematics.!
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eLISA: Cosmology Machine 2 
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Pulsar Timing Arrays 
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Sesana, arXiv:1211.5375

GW amplitude 
pdf based on 

large ensemble 
of evolutionary 

models. 

Shaded: current 
PTA limits. 

Black: PTA with 
20 MSPs for 10 

years.
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Radio astronomers around the world are precisely recording 
the arrival times of pulses of ultra-stable millisecond pulsars 

to find the tiny variations produced by GWs passing the Earth. 
They should this decade detect GWs from the most massive 

BHs: 109 times the mass of the Sun!!
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GW Astronomy:  
Bright times ahead   
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By using GW observations, astronomers will soon begin using 
black holes falling into other black holes as a completely 
independent way of measuring Lemaître’s cosmological 

expansion under the influence of a cosmological constant. !

And physicists will test Einstein’s theory with 
unprecedented stringency, as they look for the first 

clues to the new physics of quantum gravity.!

Astronomers will also be able to look far back in time 
to watch the beginnings of galaxy formation, and even 
watch the very separation of the forces of Nature!!


